
Self Empowerment Journey – SEJ Worksheet 
 
STEP ONE Self Awareness: Write the story here, hold nothing back, use as much 
space as you need. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extract key thoughts (limiting beliefs) from the story and list them below: 

1. --------------------------------------------------  

2. --------------------------------------------------- 

3. ---------------------------------------------------  

4. --------------------------------------------------- 

5. ---------------------------------------------------  

6. --------------------------------------------------- 

7. ---------------------------------------------------  

Mental: What is the limiting belief / thought? 

 

Emotional: How do I feel when I believe this thought - JUST THIS THOUGHT? 

 

Physical: What is happening in my body when I believe this thought? 

 

Physical Action: What action do I take when I believe this thought it and is it an 
inspired action? 
 

Spiritual: Is this the thought of my True or False Self? How do I know? Do I feel open 
or closed? 

 



STEP TWO SELF Regulation: Sit with the thought at S.A or climb the ladder 

Mental: What is the new truthful belief / thought? 

 

Emotional: How do I feel when I believe this thought - JUST THIS THOUGHT? 

 

Physical: What is happening in my body when I believe this thought? 

 

Physical Action: What action do I take when I believe this thought it and is it an 
inspired action? 
 

 

Spiritual: Is this the thought of my True or False Self? How do I know? Do I feel open 
or closed? 

 

STEP THREE SELF Confidence: 

Sit with the new truth and let this truth expand into a new story. Your new story is 
completely evidence and mirror based.  

My New Evidence Based Story begins here…. 

 

 

 

 

 

Now take just one of the truths and put it through the 4 bodies, this may be the 
same truth as in Step 2. Self Regulation or another one. 

Mental: What is the new truthful belief / thought? 

 

Emotional: How do I feel when I believe this thought - JUST THIS THOUGHT? 

 

Physical: What is happening in my body when I believe this thought? 

 

Physical Action: What action do I take when I believe this thought it and is it an 
inspired action? 

Spiritual: Is this the thought of my True or False Self? How do I know? Do I feel open 
or closed? 



STEP FOUR SELF Empowerment: 

Here we test the original limiting thought / belief. 

 

Mental: What was the original limiting belief / thought? 

 

Emotional: How do I feel when I now think this thought - JUST THIS THOUGHT? 

 

Physical: What is happening in my body when I think this thought? 

 

Physical Action: What action do I take when I think this thought it and is it an inspired 
action? 
 

 

Spiritual: Is this the thought of my True or False Self? How do I know? Do I feel open 
or closed? 

 

Outcome: What was the outcome? 


